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Milce Shapiro Panelists at grade referendum. I. to r. : Dean Headrick, Prof, Konefsky, 
•Assoc. Dean Carrel. \ 
Grades Are T9pic Of .Forulll 
·As Proposals ArerDiscussed 
by Paul Bumbalo system .has been in effect since to create new ones. "There is no 
1969 when it replaced a numerical perfect system," the Dean pointed 
An open meeting was jointly grading system. There are many out, "there is always some defect 
sponsored by Dean Headrick and problems with the present grading present,' depend.ing on one's 
the Student Bar I Association on method. Employers who do riot perspective. " 
October _17 to inform the student have .• much _contact witb . . the ~_ .. Ac c.ord ing. to Can fie.Id's 
body of the issues -raised by the school find it confusing. Ancither pyscho-sociological view, "highly 
Academic Policy and common complaint is that the Q c·ompetitive schemes are 
Programming Committee's r~nge, which encompasses counter-productive to intellectual 
proposed grading changes. A approximately 70 per cent of growth." Konefsky is also in favor 
distinguished panel consisted of grades received, is overly broad of keeping the status quo, though 
Dean Thomas Headrick, Associate and does not provide sufficient he would prefer a more radical 
Deans William Greiner and Alan feedback to students and pass/fail grading system. 
Carrel, Assistant Dean Allan prospective employers . In To Greiner, a major problem is 
Canfield, Professor Fred addition, it creates an attitude of "maintaining the integrity of the 
Konefsky, and third year student mediocrity among those students grading system." D's and F's stick 
Kathie Drumm. The panelists receiving many of them. out on a student record, acting as 
presented their views before The purpose ·of the proposed a major penalty .because it is 
approximately 80 students. grading changes is to eliminate or · "crystal clear" what they 
The present H,Q,D,F grading diminish these problems and not represent. Likewise, the receipt of 
an H carries a "high · reward"•1d U l c •i because it is easy to figure outGUl, .ue ps_ .ommu_R'f, y that it represents the top grade. A 
Q, on the other hand, means 
by John Stainthorp questions, comments, ~nd stories "d iffercnt things to different 
of mistreatment at the hands of people." According to Greiner,It is 9:30 p.m. on a Thursday 
the criminal justice sy~tem the ubiquity of the Qevening. A small group of students 
continue. ·Shortly before to p.m.:- (approximately 70 per cent of theis gathered around an instructor. 
the class ends and° the students are grades doled out) may _createThey are discussing whether race 
or poverty is the most important given evaluation forms to write with!n ~he student a feeling ~f 
down their comments and mediocrity because of the _ Q sfactor in assuring injustice in 
criticisms on the class and the nondescript nature. .criminal cases. The instructor, a 
written materials. Most of the As a result of these perceivedwhite lawyer, thinks it is poverty 
comments are enthusiastic, problems, Greiner made s~veraland says that if he were charged 
though one suggests the instr1,1ctor proposals to APPC in the spring ofwith a crime he would much 
prefer to be a rich black than a would not answer questions 1978, designed to rectify _the 
poor white. The students, mostly directly unless he was pinned situation. Greiner reasoned, since 
black, disagree and point out that down . Every one thinks the class the majority of the faculty 
any l:Jlack person coming to trial was useful but says less material members informally apply Q+ and 
in Erie County will almost always should h;ve been covered and Q - c Iass if ica t ions, for '!'a I 
face an all white jury from the more time should have been spent implementation of these practices 
subu~which will bring its deep, on each topic. Covering the whole would facilitate recognition of the 
though sometimes subtle, racism of criminal _procedure in three above average student and 
into the courtroom. The hours is quite a feat. id~ntification of the less t~":n 
instructor agrees, black people do The scene of this instant course average student. Later, Gremer 
not get a fair tr.ial, but neither, he in criminal justice is a community advocated the adoption of an _A, 
points out, do poor whites. center on the east side ofBuffalo. B+, B, B-, Pa~sf.~a1I system rul~ng 
Everyone agrees on that and the The event is .the first class of the out any poss1b11ity of a ranking 
discussi•on moves .on to a, fall session of the Buffalo system. 
description of how a trial is Community Law School (CLS) . Reconsidering his position, 
conducted. . The students are community Greiner has since retreated to a 
The class has lasted over two residents who have no particular less radical position . Possible 
PublicaeldMeeting 
OD.Bill of Rights 
by Alan Beckoff resourcefulness of the people, 
regulation , and judicial review 
"We arc in the midst of a have made the American -system 
judicial retreat from the· spirit of nex ible. Ironically, the .Supreme 
the Warren Court. What started Co u r t, ' ' th e m o s t u n­
out as a philosophical retreat m'ay representative, least democra_J: ic 
become a substantive one." branch , would come to be a con­
So said Henry Steel e tinual constitutional convention." 
Commager, the n oted 
constitutional historian, in his The due process clause of the 
opening address last Monday for a 14th a me nd men : has b een 
( wee 1< ,long symposium on the replaced by the equal _protection 
future of the Bill of Rights. clause as "the center of gravity" · 
Commager, who is Simpson of liberalism, Commagcr said . 
Lecturer in History at Amherst "The application of eq ual 
College in Massachusetts, made his protection promises to be the 
speech to more than 300 people major point of future problems of 
in the Moot Courtroom . The social justice." He emphasized he 
conference was presented by the was speaking not of equal laws, 
Citizens' Forum and was but of equal protection of the 
sponsored by various legal and law . 
civic organizations, as well as by Citing the examples of New 
the law school. York Tim es reporter Myron 
€om ma gc r c i tc d s omc Farber and Attorney General 
instances in which rulings by the Griffin Bell, Commager said, "A 
Burger Court have watered down reporter who will not obey a 
the advances made by its court order to produce documents 
predecessor. "The Warren Court (for a murder trial) can languish in 
(in Brown v. Board of Ed.) said · jail. An attorney general who 
that separate was inherently not contumaciously refuses to obey •a 
equal. Is it okay now to dispense federal court order to produce 
with Brown? Can ·we dispense documents (for a suit against the 
with Miranda? Have advances in government by the Socialist 
criminal justice been made?" he Workers Party) even more vital to 
asked. In 1972, "capita l justice can persist in his 
punishm e nt ·was suspended co ntumacy for over a year 
because it was used against without inviting either dismissal 
bl acks," but the same court or impeachment." 
reinstated it in 1976, Commagcr He also noted that while sellers 
pointed out. "Arc courts ofmarijuanaaresubjecttolOto 
colorblind overnight?" 20 years in prison in some states, 
The professor began his talk cigarette manufacturers are 
with a brief historical sketch. ''honored members of society 
"The rigidity of the Constitution who sit on boards of trustees and 
was an illusion," he said, claiming on whom universities gladly 
that am c nd men t, custom, - cuntinu<'d on puy,· 8 
formal educ.rtion, but who want proposals : hard _analysis of th~and a half hours and the Distinguished legal historian Henry Steele Com~er OP4:ning Bill of 
- continued on page 8instructor is exhausted, but the -continued on page 8 Rights Assembly, speaking about Equal Protection. 
.
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Editorial 
Making The Grade 
On Monday and Tuesday, October 30 and 31, students will have 
the opportunity to express their views regarding the proposed change 
in the grading system. The importance of this referendum cannot be 
overstated. 
Opinion hopes all students will .take the time to vote in this. 
referendum. Take advantage of the material which the SBA has put on 
reserve and stu<P{ the various proposals. 
There are undoubtedly problems with the present H, Q, D, F 
system. Employers are often baffled and do not know how to compare 
Buffalo students .with students of other law schools.. Students wtio. 
receive_Q+:s on their exams receive only Q's on.their transcripts, The 
system clearly presents some motivational probler:ns. 
Changing the system to one which would greater ,differe.nt.iate 
students would surely benefit those at the top of the class in seeking 
employment. Some may argue, such a system is fairer than the present 
system in that grades would more clearly mirror performance. 
, ,. S!,Jq, a sys!e'!l wo_uld, howev~r, in~rease ce>m~etlti<;>n_an_d !11~k~ the 
plight of the first year student even more dismal. This law school has 
prided itself on creating an academic environme_nt which maximizes 
learning and minimizes "cutthroat competition." Should we alter our 
academic environment in order to better facilitate potential employers' 
ability to evaluate us? Is the increase in competition too high a pr.i~e to·. BJ llionaite · and . Mil.lionaire '• The letter to the editor 
pay for a more conventional grading system? · ·' · · clirpor-citions,· explains why· appearing in the Oct. 12, 1978
Whatever conclusions you reach, it is essential that every student shareholders . iack th·e mean·s lo '. issue of the Opinion, written by
tnake his or her preference known. The administration has stated :that pr~vent_misc;onduct _by corporate Charmaine Bissell and Gene 
our opinion will have a bearing on the final determination. We must officers and ·employees. -On· the Krause on the subject of the UB
forego the opportunity to influence the decision making process. It is other hand, one might argue that 
our future which will ultimately be at stake. 
, ',... STI\I\ r,NC. ""' •· AP<n;,.-1' 
1C..Al°'IPf11C:,"1 _' WOv1..D '(oJ 
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T·im Cashmore, Stuart Gelberg, Melanie Pierson, 
Kevin Powers, Bob Siegel, John Staintliorp. 
Law School's position on 
one among the- "many , risks an 
investor takes in.buy~ngcorporate K_ orean Pro·~ Opens Doo· r 
stocks is the likelihood that the 'J 
corporation may be fined. To the Editor: discussions. I welcome students 
Shareholders are neither who are interested in .learning 
~r:.sonajly ipdi~\ed -~or. ~o~yicted . -- . My name is Won I~ Kim and I Korean or Japanese through the 
and t~Qs no: ~t!&JTia 1~ ,att_ac~~d t~ 
them. In add1t1on, their habihty is 
limited to their inveStment. 
One may w°':'der why sh?~ld 
we not convict controlling 
sharehold~rs/owners who elect or 
re:elect direttors w~o they .k~~W 
will formulate business policies 
and , goals without concern to the 
criminal m~ns by which such 
goals are to be met. Perhaps one 
should be sufficiently bold to 
make ~n analogy of the~ 
owner/s~areh~l~ers to. the 
German ind!Jstnahsts convicted 
fo_r" War: crimes_in the Nuremberg 
trials? 
. T~~ justification for crimin~I 
l1ab1l1t~ of the endocrat1c 
corporation rests to a large -degree 
on th~ _assumed deterrent effect_of . 
sanctions on the conduct of 
l 
corpo·rate agents. To make' -t1lis 
·deterrence realistic - a small fin6 · 
has. at most symbolic significaoce 
- · it ·is · argued that pecuniary · 
pen·~lties should · be 'based ·orr ·a 
Last week's Opinion noted the 
indictment of the Ford Motor 
Company caused by defective 
Pintos.. The writer raised some 
tough questions about the proper 
punishment for corporate cri'Jles. 
When the media recently reported 
the sensational indictment, I 
retailed the conviction .of General 
Electric in 1961 for antitrust 
violations, which led to fines and 
30-day jail sentences for some of 
its officers. Then, as now, the 
legal community discussed the 
policy issues rc1ised by corporate 
. crimes, but they . remain 
unresolved. Criminal .penalties aim 
.at coercion .and deterrence; In this 
instance Ford is to be forced to 
reduce the risk of injury to those 
who are still driving the old Pinto 
and to deter all auto 
,manufacturers· from failing to 
comply with- safety regulationJ 
desi,&ned to prqtect the public. 
In my view, the target for 
criminal sanc'tions· should be the 
individual who is actually guilty 
of the prohibited act or omission. 
However, the complex 
organizational structure and 
dece-l)tral ization of large 
corport1tions makes it difficult to 
identify' the guilty individuals and · Whether th'ese and other 
to establish their liability. This proposals are to be accepted or 
difficulty seems to be the major will achieve any deterrent effect 
justification .for imposing criminal on our "megacorporations" and 
responsibility on the corporation "multimillion co·rporations" 
itself. remains to be seen . However, 
Obviously, · neither a death whether criminal liability of 
penalty nor imprisonment are minicorporations can J:>e. justified 
feasible _penalties for a .corporate is questionable. T~!l indiyid4al , rQI~ .of oy~ ,large ,COfPOfiltions and 
e.ntity . . On the other hand,.. ·the· gullty of criminal conduct in such the. jmpo.siJioi:i,, pf o.ew,- fid.uci!lrY ·. 
burden of a fin.e falls ·•·on a corporation is easily identif,ie(I. ; dutie$ on their .managers, ·\Ye.may , 
share.holders ,. -w-ho hav.e -not • To penalize him and the 
participated in the criminal act corporation seems not only rather 
(and often become shareholders unfair but does not further the 
after the criminal violations take goals of criminal law. 
place but before they are T~e _prosperity of publicly-held 
uncovered) ." . . . corporations becomes more and 
The separation of ownership, 
management and operations so 
characteristic of the supercorps, Correction 
,percentage of assets, capital or 
taxable •income. While individual 
shareholders are usually powerless 
to change corporate conduct, they 
. can sell their shares. The 
likelihoodofadrasticfall in the 
price of the company's stock as a 
result of a huge fine may put 
sufficient pressure on the board, 
management and, in turn, on the 
lower level officials to conduct 
the corporate business in 
compliance with law. Other 
penalties should be considered. 
Wha.t the death penalty is to the 
individual is basically what the 
mandatory dissolution would be 
to the corporation. Evidently, 
such a penalty could be used only 
in exceptional cases as the public 
interest represented by employee 
and consumer needs will usually 
militate against this drastic step. 
Conditional dissolution or 
probation may provide alternative 
. sanctions . The terms of a 
probationary, sentence, might 
permit the corporation to resume 
declarations of dividends only at 
theendofaprobationperiodof, 
say, two to five years during 
which no further violations of 
criminal law have taken place. 
c1,m a · visiting law professor. My discussion of jurisprudence. I am 
specialty is administrative law and grateful to all the faculty and staff 
I also lecture on tax law at my of this university who have 
Law College, Kyungpoqk National .afforded me kindness and help. I 
University, Daegu, Korea, which think this is a good opportunity 
~as a_sisterhood relationship with to research Anglo-American law, 
UB. In ·addition to teaching, I comparing it with a Continental 
participate as a leading member of law system. I am really enjoying
the Korean Constitution~! Law the campus life here and I am 
Association, Korean Public Law learning much. Thank you.
A s s O c i a t ( 0 n K O r e a n 
Environmental Law' Association Won Jo '>im
K-orean Law Professor; ; 
Association, Korean Public 
Administration Association and 
Japan Tax Jurisprudence 
Association . 
I am interested in discussion on · 
the issues of jurisprudence. My 
office, Room 722, O'Brian Hall, is 
.always open to you for such 
, • 
on.e day discover that 
corporations have· acquired a 
heart . . . 
Michael A. Schaeftler 
Associate Professor of Low 
affirmative action, represents the 
viewpoint of the National 
Lawyers Guild, UB Law School 
Chapter, and not necessarily those 
of the authors. 
more important . as their 
importance . in the welfare and 
economic health of our society 
i n,c re as es . The ''me-
gacorporations" as well as the 
multimillion corporate 
organizations which conduct the 
nation's business should be viewed 
as quasi-public instltutions; their 
impact on our lives is enormous. 
In the seventies government 
agencies and public interest 
·groups play a greater role than 
ever before in exerting pressure on 
corporate performance. Our large 
corporations realize more and 
more that their institutions must 
display good citizenship while 
they properly pur~ue profitability. 
The complexity of the policy 
issues involved in penalizing a 
corporate · entity and identifying 
those truly ' responsible for their 
activities suggest that in 
attempting to reform the 
sa.nctions against corporate 
misconduct, we must also keep in 
mind the public iriterest. One way 
to do this is to impose a broad 
fiduciary duty upon the 
management of large enterprises. 
This duty will call for supervision, 
control, exercise of judgment, and 
affirmative action ' for the public 
interest in area~ to be · 
characterized as touching the 
public interest. True, Lord 
'Thurlow did not discover either 
soul .or body in any corporation's 
anatomy. Yet, ·after the 
recognition of the changing social 
Quote of the Bi-Week 
"St~ling from ont sourct Is pla1/ariJm. 
. Stea/(ng from many Is rtstarch. ,. 
-John Minzer 
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Rosenthal Petitions _School , 
To' Add Entertainment 
To the Editor: . growing field wtiich Buffalo, as 
the-only division of SONY having 
I am currently circulating a a law . school, should not be 
petition within the law school. It overlooking. There is a definite 
requests that the administration desire among the student body to 
add a course in the field of see such a course offered. 
Entertainment Law to the course Thank you. 
offerings. 
Entertainment Law is a fast Michael C. Rosenthal 
Treasurer Thanks All 
To the Editor: .1 insure that the student voice will 
be heard on all faculty-student 
I would like to tahnk all committees on which· I serve, and 
students for their support in the cQJitinue to represent student 
recent SBA run-off election for int' er.ests in any · situation 
treasurer. As treasurer, I intend to concerning · the law _school 
fulfill the administrative duties of administration. 
the . office to the best of · my 
ability. As the student Charmaine Bissell 
representative, I will continue to 
FT T T MIIT lllillMIE~ . lfllll1 
-Ethics Sign-up Form 
Dean Headrick has agreed to there will be no ethics course next 
reinstate a 1 or 2 credit pass/fail spring. 
ethics course in the spring if there You may sign up by filling out 
is sufficient student interest. the 'form below and -returning it to 
Tentatively, . the course will be the Opinion office. Do not sign up 
structured as follows : each more than once. For further 
student taking the course will · be informat1on, leave a message for 
assigned to a discussion group of , Ann Herman or Dennis Harkawik 
approximately 10 students. A in the student mailboxes. 
series of .ethics problems will be 
distributed. Each student will be 
responsible for leading class 
discussion on one of these ETHICS FORM 
problems as well as participating 
in other class discussions. I will take an ethics course if 
Any student interested in this offered next spring. · 
program must sign up before 
Nov·~mber 1. 'Unless a large Name.'. ...:...............'. ......:............... 
number of students will commit 
themselves to taking this course, Class: ...... '. ..................................... . 
II ■ ■LWllll-------■T-
. .. , .~ ' . . -- . . ·- --- ---- ----- -· -- ----~~_ ___J__I____ 
1I ' tlN1'J. c•rc: · ii k f! 5d,,·a.,l'hre11ic / · S,...,,.,, 7J,-.-f .sfl II does11 '-l-
7;vt!_us Q c..,,,;.,_.-,y ,,.~,'c,-f,,,t!11f ! ! ·_ 
President's Corner -
Cast Ballots On Grading Ref,;!rendum . . ., . 
Policy Committee (APPC) will procedure so everyone will be able 
make a report to the full faculty to take the time to carefully 
o the possibility of a change in evaluate and study the various 
the grading system. I believe it is options. Actual voting procedure 
important for both the APPC and will be identical to that of past 
the faculty to know 'what student elections - a ballot box in front 
opinion is on the ·issue. I don 't ofthe library. 
thirik ,the APPC or the facu.lty I want to take this oppoiturtiiy 
·should act before student opinion to thank the following SBA 
is determined. directors for their work on the 
It is not only important that referendum : Sherm Kerner, Dave 
we vote but it is critical that we Guy, Leslie Wolffe and Michelle 
cast informed votes. This is why Silver. 
SBA sponsored the open meeting, 
by Tony Leavy circulated extensive memoranda, Shorts 
p·osted articles and put on library The SBA sponsored basketball 
October 30 and 31 are reserve information concerning league has started. "There are 
important days for the law school. the various proposals. I hope about 60-65 law students playing. 
On these days the SBA will. hold a everyone has taken advantage of Major thanks goes to John Batt 
referendum ·on. the : various this information but if you have for organizing-the league. 
prop0'sals to · changl! our HQ not I urge you to do so before We now have regular office 
grad hi~ system. next Monday and Tuesday, hours. Please check the SBA door 
We are doing this now because Ocfober 30 and 31. for the schedule and feel free to 
Dean Headrick 'has indicated to-' At the' time I write this it is•our stop in. 
me that on or about November plan to put a ballot in everyone's Our telephone number is on 
1 st the A cad em ic Planning and mailbox. We've decided on this your student 1.D. card. 
\ 
1979
. . . .~ 
Books·Are H·ere ! 
All 1979 & J98·0. Graduates Who 
Have Paid 0~ Wis~ Tp Pay Their 
$100 ~Deposit May Pick Up Their-
1979 New York Volumes. 
2nd Vear Reps Are: Tim Cashmore 759-6246' -Gladys Lafo~ 636-4037 
Randi Chavis 837-0572 · Ricky Samuel 689-7fl12' ' .<·~. 
Gary B. Cohen 836-4805 Jeff Serethar 691-3093 
Cleir:e Fay : - 694-2678 · Mike .Shapiro 835-2058- ... ., 
Martha Krisel 838-6876 · Ken Turek 692-6532 
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Public Interest Law LAVV SCHOOLBRIEFS 
·Law School Goes Hollywood Heilbroner To Lecture 
Score another first for our law The annual James Fenton 
school. We are about to invade the Lecture will be given this year by 
world of television . Henry Simon the prominent eco!Jomist and 
and Professor Marshall Breger are writer, Robert L. Heilbroner. 
co-hosts of "With Justice For All : "Facing Our Economic Future : 
The Need For Public Interest Inflation, Taxes, Survival" will 
Law." Date : October 28 ; Time : address issues of legal concern, 
4:00 P.M .; Place: WNED•TV such as the implications of 
(channel 17) . 
The . broadcast, taped during BALSA Holds Law Day-the recent Model Public Interest 
Law Conference at WNED's The Black American Law 
studios, features nine of the most Student Association (B.A.L.S.A.)
distinguished participants of the will be sponsoring ' Minority Law 
Conference. Day on Saturday, October 18,
According to producer Simon, 1978 at SUNY at Buffalo School 
a television newsman before of Law, John Lord O'Brian Hall,
entering law school, "It's exciting, Amherst Campus,· from 11 :30 
lively programming. Th e a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
production values - graphics, The agenda includes such 
camera use, set design - are of speakers as Rev. Bennett Smith of 
network standards. In fact, we 
hope to interest PBS in making 
network use of it." Permit Needed To Study
Professor Breger suggests that A method has been worked out
"the program will be of special for students to study in O'Brian
interest to anyone who attended 
Breger and Simon discuss TV debut. Hall in second floor classroomsthe conference. And if you didn't 
attend, that 's all the more reason 
to watch . In any event, , t Simon replies, "Lt was damn n~ r 
certainly is a TV first." impossible, but I think we 
Whatever the future television brought it off. Each guest had his 
use of the program, Dean say - and then some. By using 
Headrick is considering ways of · three segments we used three 
making the hour-long program guests at a time. Logistically, it 
available on videotape cassettes to was tough to host. But the air 
law schdols-, bar associations; and _ product · should be worth tlie 
other educational organizations. worry . I guess the wei~dest 
Nine guests in one hour? moment was when we decided to 
Posner To Deliver 
Mitchell Lecture 
Richard A. Posner is the Lee 
and Brena Freeman Professor of 
Law at -the University of Chicago 
Law School and the principal 
proponent of the application of 
economic analysis to the 
explanation of the ·operation of 
the legal system. In less than a 
decade, Posner has authored more 
than 70 articles in legal and 
economic journals and six books, 
one of which, Economic Analysis 
of Law, has been the most 
controversial · piece of legal 
scholarship of its time. Posner has 
authored leading articles in fields 
as diverse as Antitrust, Regulated 
Industries, Contract Law, Torts, 
Civil Procedure, Administrative 
Law, Civil Rights and Equal 
Protection, Communications Law , 
Health Insurance, Water Law, 
Advertising, Trust-Investment 
Law, Bankruptcy, Restitution, 
and has recently extended his 
interests to legal and economic 
intellectual history. 
Posner will - make two public 
presentations here at Buffalo. On 
November 1, 1978 he will present 
the Mitchell Lecture entitled 
''Privacy , Se crecy, and 
Reputation" in which he will 
extend the techniques of 
economics to an analysis · of the 
human desir'es of seclusion and 
will consider the implications of 
legal definitions of an individual's 
right to privacy. On November 2, 
1978 Posner will present a paper 
at the Law and Economics 
Wo .rkshop entitled 
"Utilitarianism: Economics and 
Legal Theory." 
Posner was educated at Yale 
and Harvard Law School where he 
was the President of the Harvard 
Law Review. He cl'erked for Mr. 
Justice Brennan of the Supreme 
Court of the United States. He 
served as an assistant to Philip 
Elman, Commissioner of the 
Federal Trade Commission, ·and 
worked for two years in the office 
of the Solicitor General. He has 
been a Professor of Law at the 
University of Chicago since 1969 
and has recently been named to 
the Lee and Brena Freeman chair. 
Posn er has been a Research 
Associate of the National Bureau 
of Economic Research since 1971 
and is the editor of the Journal of 
Legal Studies. 
On Friday, November 3 at 
11 :00 AM, Profess.or Posner will 
hold a discussion hour for 
reaction to his major address. 
Faculty and students are invited 
(room 21.0) . 
Professor Posner 
for the hours 5-11 :00 p.m. 
Saturday nights and 8-1 :00 p.m.roll tape without Torn Ehrlich. 
Sunday mornings. These are timesChesterfield Smith and Alexander 
when the library is not normallyForger were getting edgy about 
open.catching planes. So we went 
Students wh.o wish to be in theahead. Five minutes into the 
building during those hours maydiscussion, the · studio floor 
avoid difficulties with securitymanager walked onto the set. I 
personnel by _presenting a specialthought she was stoned or I was 
Proposition 13. 
Thursday, November 2, 8:00 
p.m. , · Waldman Theatre, 112 
Norton Hall, Amherst Campus (in 
Capen/ Norton Complex, above 
the cafeteria) . Free. Sponsored by 
Office of Cultural Affairs. 
Operation P. U.S. H., Charles 
Fisher Ill, President of B.U.1.L.D. 
organization, and City Court 
Judge Samuel Green and others. 
Two buses will be leaving from . 
the Main Street Campus" Squire 
Hall to the Amherst Campus at 
11: 20 a.m. and 11 :30 a.m. Any 
questions call 636-2163 or 
838-6327. 
permit letter from Dean Headrick 
granting permission for the 
student _to use the building during 
those hours. 
Students who need letters may 
see Cleo in Room 319. It is hoped 
that this method will in.crease 
study time and spaces for law 
students and enable the police to 
secure the building i\S they are 
required and obligated to do. 
. Allan L. C_anfield 
hallucinating. It .turned out that 
Ehrlich had just arrived at the Gu·ild Holds Potluck Dinner 
station. We popped him into .his 
chair, ho~ked the mike on his tie, The next meeting of the discussion will be Dan O'Donnell, 
and ten seconds later we were National Lawyers Guild will be a • a guild member who recently 
rolling again." . potluck di.nner at 49 . Minnesot~ · returned from Geneva where he .. 
·Whet.her you'fe a tl!be ,fre_a~ o_r . pn Sunday,· Nove1T1!>e.r: -~-~t ~ ~-11'1 , ·. worked, for a year with the ' United:· ·, , 
a public interest devotee or just The topic of discussion will be the Nations Commission on Human 
want something to tease .Si.man question .of .H1;1man Rights in • Rights . .. •. .. 
and Breger about, here's a chance. socialist countries and what the Everyone is invited to bring 
"The bottom line," says Breger, Lawyers Guild position should be some food and attend the 
"isthatwedidit." on this issue. Leading the meeting. 
·mt'l Law ·Weekend A Success 
by Stuart Gelberg 
The 5th Annual Washington 
International Law Weekend held 
October 13 and 14 was a 
tremendous success. This feeling 
was shared by its organizers who 
saw· it as the largest weekend ever 
and by the participants· who 
benefited both educationally and 
by making valuable contacts in 
the international law field . 
The event was co-sponsored by 
the Washington Regional Council 
of International Law, of which 
the International Law Society 
here at Buffalo is a member, the 
Law Student Division and the 
Section of International Law of 
the American Bar Association . 
The Weekend's purpose was to 
expose opportunities in the .field 
of International Law. Every i ffort 
was made to encourage 
participants in the pursuit of their 
interest in this exciting field but 
the limited number of positions 
was made painfully clear. 
Schools across the country, 
from as far away as San Francisco, 
attended. ·One hundred and 
ninety_-five students representing 
over twenty law schools made this 
Weekend the most successful in its 
short history. From a humble 
beginning in 1973 with only 50 
students attending, the Weekend 
has become a well organized 
program of visitations, workshops, 
lectures and banquets. Buffalo 
was represented by Steven 
Schurkman and Stuart Gelberg. 
After registration at George 
Washington University, the first 
day of the weekend was occ~pied 
by visitations. Groups of 
approximately ten people visited 
three locations in the District. 
These included international 
organizations, private law firms 
and government departments 
concerned with international 
relations or"trade. The discussions 
at each of these visitations 
centered around the criteria used 
by_ each location in their hiring 
practices. 
The officials and practitioners 
related their own experiences in 
breaking into the international 
law job market. Questions were 
encouraged and proved helpful for 
individual situations. During the 
course of a visit to a highly 
respected, staid and WASPish 
private law firm , a question was 
raised as to their minority hiring 
practices. After an embarassing 
silence, the partner admitt,ed to 
having hired Jews and Catholics. 
The first evening's reception in 
honor of Senator Mathias was 
held without the guest of.honor. 
In the Senate's effort to adjourn, 
extraordinary sessions were held 
precludihg the Senator from 
attending. The Senator's absence 
was the only disappointment of 
the Weekend. 
The second day of the 
Weekend commenced with a tour 
of Capitol Hill or a workshop on 
Research Methods and Resources 
in International Law held in the 
Library of Congress. These were 
fol lowed by a luncheon at 
Georgetown Law Center, A panel 
discussion by representatives of 
government, American private 
indu~try and multinational 
corporations on the topic of 
Transborder Data Barriers: 
Privacy Protection Laws and 
I ntern-ational Trade followed. 
Before a windup of the Weekend 
at a banquet, there was a 
convenient break for the 
participants to watch the fourth 
game of the World Series. Due to 
rain delay, dinner was held until 
after the game. 
' For those wishing to start or 
further their interest in 
International Law, there is an 
International law Symposium on 
the topic of Tensions between 
National Sovereigncy and Global 
Environmental Needs at Albany 
Law School November 10 and 11. 
Those interested in attending or in 
i n f o r m a t i_o n r e g a rd i n g 
international law or the 
International Law Society here in 
Buffalo should contact Larry 
Cohen or Stuart Gelbergthrough 
their student mailboxes. 
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N-. Y. Practice Texi lndi,spensable For The Bar ~ 
· by Mike Buskus · for particular areas of l~w (e.g., long-arm , jurisdiction· is a good ·students, other portions of the technicalities of civil practice in 
E_~1:L, UCC, SCPA) are -included. example . of Siegel's approach to hornbook appear to be aimed at this state. The book's usefulness is 
S,m_,l~rly, related aspects of the procedural law. He begins with a practitioners. This is especially immeasurably enhanced by the 
Professor David D. Siegel of Judic~ary Law and _the Domestic discussion of the classic cases in evident in the . discussion . of excellent -index, complete table of 
Albany Law ·school has written a Rel~ions _Law are given adequate the field, and details the apparent apportionment -of fault and the , statutes and comprehensive .table 
hornbook entitled YorkNew considera_t,?~ · problems with this jurisdictional aftermath of Dole v. Dow of cases. ,,
Practice. This text, published in The m1t1al _chapters address approach. He then updates this Chemical Co. This portion of the Siegel's book is destined to 
197 8 by, West Publishing threshold questions such as the topic by a complete treatment of - text is particularly illuminating become a best seller. Already,
Company, - provides one-volume pro per forum, statute of the statutory modifications to this for its lucid treatment of the • rumor has 1t some students in 
treatise coverage to all aspects of limitations, jurisdiction a_nd problem area. He explains how mechanics of apportioning fault, New York Practice last semester 
cwil practice in New Yor.k.. venue. Subseq_uent chapters give the distrubing case of Feather v. the role of insurance and the who relied extensively on this 
, Siegel, a veteran teacher of ~xtended treatment to pleadings, Mc Luc as prompted an-.. effects of settlement by other book . received Honors grades
New York Practice and the author Judgme~ts, appeals as well as the amendment to New York's tortfeasors. without ever opening the 
of many ._of the Practice mecha~ics ~f ha~dling. a lawsuit long-arm statute. Siegel's New York Practice is casebook. Whether or not that 
Commentaries in McKinney's from its inception to a final While some areas of the text, obviously a much needed book. In rumor is true, the book is 
CPLR, writes in his preface that appeal. . . such as the ju ri sd i c ti o na I 1000 pages this text covers in pro bab I y ind ispensab I e for 
he "tried to address every topic S~yli st1 cally, New York treatment ,' seem directed at incredible detail the vagaries and preparing for the bar. 
from the point of view of both Pract1ce resembles a traditional 
the ..patient peruser and the hornbook. Nevertheless, Siegel has 
hurried consulter. 1' ruthlessly edited his text and -Spring Course Offerings Chosen; The book is outlined topically footnotes to eliminate irrelevant 
so it roughly corresponds with the citations. Thus, -the attempt to 
standard casebook on New York exhaustively "collect" cases, a 
Practice ( Peterfreund, Foundation notion popularized in Prosser's Stealing And Conflic-ts ·Featured 
Press] . In format, the text Torts ho~nbook, is notably by Bill Brooks Stealing - Al Katz. This exicting Sometimes these laws may.resembles Wrjghfs Federal Courts, absent. This is probably a good 
seminar, taught two years ago, is conflict. This course will notexcept insofar as -it details idea, since many readers of the 
being revived. However, the focus on any of this. Instead ittechnical practice . elements book will refer to this source for a It's getting around th~t time of 
school hopes the outbreak of will look at other conflict of laws.peculiar to New York, such ·as general overview rather than as year when-we start thinking about 
thievery that occurred two years The law of averages tells us thatCalendar Practice anl:I Motion the last word on any particular our courses for" the next · term. 
ago in the school's lockers will not sooner or later an object is goingPractice. In ·substance,. Siegel's topic. · Everyone anticipates the tentative 
occur as it did after the students to go up. The law of gravity tellsbook is almost exclusively Readability of this text is ' course listing by the Registrar. As 
read How to Pick a lock. The us otherwise. Is this universaldevoted to New York State law, enhanced by the fluid writing a service to the student body, 
course itself will begin by metaphysical dilemmawith occasional comparisons and style and approach utilized by Opinion has obtained a list of 
studying the careers of Maury irreconci lable? And what ofcontrasts with federal practice. Siegel. Instead of merely some of the courses being offered 
Wills and Lou Brock. Birzon 's law and Ausfresser's law? Although this volume ' largely regurgitating an endless stream of next term . These ceurses reflect a 
Embezzlement will be discussed, The former states, "Any class thatrepresents a textbook treatment procedural rules, he has blended willingness to depart from the 
suggested readings to include How can be taught, can be taught atof the CPLR, RUmerous references them into a satisfying analytical teachings of the "traditional" law 
to Buy a World Series with 8:30," while the latter declares,to specialized ·statutory material framework. His treatment of c;chool curriculum. 
Embezzled Funds by George you "Any class that can be taught at 
know who. Other ar,eas of law will 8:30 should be taught at 1 :30," . 
also be dfscusse·d. ~eadings For the Thursday . afternoonDylan Revea& Yet An.other Side include · o,, the Road with a basketball players we'll look at 
!jafecracker by Charles Kuralt and Bender's law; Any lay-i.!p that can
by Melanie Pierson registered highest for the lament mandolin/violinist ·and three Them and Us: Criminals and Their be shot, can be missed. Finallyin "Like a Rolling Stone" when female backup vocalists. . lawyers. this course will look at the classic
The stage lights come on, red , Dylan asks "How. does · it feel, to · The · band members all have conflict of law in Bell v. Buskis.
and amber: .Thunderous applause ' .be on your own~ with no direotion 'c'onsiderable talent and were . 
subsides ,as ·-the',eight piece band · home,·a •complete unknown; like-a· _.allowed solo time to display th'eir · Re_medi~s Jan__Lindgren. 
takes its place on stage and rolling stone?" abilities. The harmonies and the In1unct1ons, prcl,mmar-y . and 
Resolution of Judicial · Conflict. 
How do judges, particularly thoseblending of instruments; a~ well as permanent, will be the primarylaunches an instrumental version • A legend; , whose· name once 
However, on the Supreme Court, decidethe ffow of the music bore the focus of the course. of "My Back Pages." As the lyrics sold out entire stadiums in a "few 
unmistakable mark of Dylan's other topics ~ill also be discussed. cases? How much do they rely on" . . . ah, but I was so-much older hours, played to a three-quarters 
controL T~e growth in The class will stud~ 42 U.S.C.§ precedent? Arc they influencedthen, 1 'm younger than that capacity crowd. The audience in 
by social policy? Is the doctrine . complexity of the mu.sic becomes 1.983 and learn how 11 ~an be usednow ..." flow through the minds Memorial · Auditorium did not 
evident when th~ · simplicity of to harass rednecks, policemen and of Abstention still viable? Oneof the audience, Bob Dylan walks show the same enthusiasm as the 
commentator thinks not: "AfterDylan and his acoustic guitar, other p~ople who _never hear~ _ofonstage, to a standing ~vation . audience in Syracuse, a concert 
reading some of the opinions ofrendering "Tangled Up in Blue" is the B1~I of Rights. Asptnn,This is the stuff of which legends also attended by this reviewer. In 
the Burger Court, it sure looks tocompared to the version rendered Buffcrin, or Tylenol, the 
by the present eleven piece advantages of each. Relief for the 
are made. Syracuse, the concert sold out in 
me like some of the guys drink.' ' 
At Memorial Auditorium, four days. 
ensemble. allergy sufferers will also be This cou~se will also look at theDylan showed only flashes of his Despite the absence of 
new method of judicial resolution 
magical ability to involve the sustained magic {as expected of a The entire evening, with one disc~ssed. What to take ~he 
established by Justice Rhenquist,exception, saw Bob Dylan with an mormng after the annual sect,~naudience emotionally in the modern ,\merican · folk-hero), 
the "Full Moon" theory : This waselectric _guitar . (The single . thre~ blow-o~t. How to_ avoidmusic. Unlike his previous tours, Dylan's performance showed a 
first promulgated- in State v, Hard· departure into an . acoustic mamc depression when Lindgrenhowever, Dylan did communicate gr_eat deal of growth in the 
performance was when Dylan hands back the first draft of -the Luck Jones when the Justicewitli the audience above and complexity of his music. Old 
declared,played ''.It Ainit Me, .Babe,''. and first writil'ig assignment. beyori.d just -singing the lyrics and standards likll "Maggie's Farm," 
encouraged Pseople to come near "It's Alright, Ma," "It's All Over extended version that included a Judicial ·Review, Superheroes and 
the stage. As an interesting Now, ·Baby Blue" and "Just Like harmonica solo with the Dylan On its face, the facts of thisOther Fictitious People -
commentary on the times, the a Woman" have been reworked . trademark ·around-the-neck case certainly .. appear identical toKonefsky - Before judicial review 
audience no longer responds The new versions reflect the harmonica.) Dylan's whole ·image existed there had to be laws. The the facts of a Warren Court 
loudly to Dylan's statement that complexity of the new band, was more on the side of rock n' impact of law has not been decision in which the Court 
" .. . even the president of the which consists of a rhythm roll than ever before. In reworking or unanimously overturned thelimited to the classroom the 
United States -sometimes has to' guitarist, lead guitarist, bass his old songs, though, Dylan courtroom, but .has spilled over to conviction of a defendant. 
stand naked" as audiences did on guitarist, keyboard player, experimented with a variety of literature and other forms of art However, this is not the case. 
Dylan's last' post-Watergate tour. drummer, percussionist, musical styles - rock n' roll, and ehtertainment. This course Unlike the previous case, in this 
gospel, country western, disco, _instance a full moon was present,Instead, audiehce response , ax o Phone/ f I u tis t, will look at such a carry-over . 
latin and segments that sounded thus altering the earth's tides, theWhy were the villains that 
,like jazz . Yet all of these earth 's balance etc. A whole newSuperman c·aptured alwaysMoot Court Team Competes reworked songs w.ere done in the concept of criminal responsibility successful on their habeas corpus 
by Tim Cashmore winners of last year's Desmond style of Bob Dylan. comes into play. We thus overturn petitions? The use of Article 78 
Moot Court competition. He mixed old songs with spngs the decision of the Court ofproceedihgs by the Joker and 
The law school's National The Nationals problem involves from his new album "Slreet other arch-enemies of Batman. Appeals and affirm the conviction 
the validity of a Federal Trade ·Legal," and closed with an en1ing of the defendant. Moot Court team will travel to What recourse did Fred Flintstone 
Boiton next week to compete in Commission rulemaking as symbolic as the opening, a new have when he received an unfair 
version of "Forever Young." The This theory is very similar to thethe regional round ·of the national proceeding and a hypothetical speeding ticket? How did the 
competition. The, sompetition, rule prohibiting the advertising· of audience, which varied fr9m men Court of Appeals handle Maurice 
Biorhythm method of judicial 
sugared cereals during children's with thinning hair to high school determination also expounded by sponsored by the Association or Nadjari's conviction of Topcat fw­
Rhenquist : "Counsel to thethe Bar of the City of New York, television programs. The team has girls, was moved in varying a bookkeeping operation? Law 
degrees by the performance. defense argues that the facts ofwill -culminate in late - January in written a brief supporting the school media guru Al Katz will 
New York. F.T.C. position but i6 preparing to Those who- had come to hear a give a guest lecture entitled 
this case are identical to that of 
argue both sides of the issue. raspy voice and an acoustic guitar Mapp v. Ohio. However, counselClailde Joerg, Mike Buskus and "Kojack and the Fourth 
and the Court of Appeals didn't
Gary Alan DeWaal will represent Practice oral rounds, with faculty were disappointed. Those who Amendment." 
had come to hear the growth of take into account the biorhythmsand Moot Court Board membersthe school. The three were 
sitting as judges, are being held Bob Dylan's music (and to judge Conflict of Law. •The federal of the individual defendants,selected to compete by the Moot 
this week to give the team for themselves the . merits of government makes laws. The which were substantiallyCourt Board early in the semester. 
_ce in arguing the · ~•Street Legal,") were delighted. states have their own laws. different. · Buskus and DeWaaf" were the experien case. 
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Culinary CoUD8el 
Pumpkin,ApplesAnd Squa.sh, Grace Harvest Table 
With the exception of the soup 
recipe, the pumpkin referred tp in 
each recipe is cooked pumpkin . 
This· can be obtained by going to 
the local store and buying the 
canned variety or by cooking 
fresh pumpkin as follows: · 
Wash and cut the pumpkin in 
half, crosswise. Remove the seeds 
and strings. Place it in a pan, shell 
side up, and bake at 325 degrees 
for 1 hour or more, until it begins 
to fall apart. Scrape the pulp from 
, Editor's note: Culinary Counsel's the shell and put through a ricer 
next column will be devoted to • or strainer. A one pound can of 
something which will help to ward pumpkin equals about 2 cups. 
off the chilling effects of winter -
soups. If you have a· favorite Apple Crisp/ from 
recipe or two, please share them John Henry Schlegel 
with us. Drop them off in the ( serves six) 
envelope outside the Opinion 6 cups sliced apples (about 6 
office, room 623. Copy should be apples) 
typed, 70 characters to a line, 1 tablespoon lemon juice 
double spaced. ¾ cup flour or oat flakes or 
' oatmeal 
by Paul Suozzi ½cup or more brown sugar 
½ teaspoon cinnamon 
October is one of my favorite ½cup butter or margarine 
months, a time when there is so 
much to enjoy . Indian summer Place sliced apples in buttered 
gives us a brief respite before the baking dish. Sprinkle with lemon 
blowing winds bring winter's chill. juice. Mix flour or oatflakes, 
The prospect of seeing the sugar, cinnamon and butter until 
1½ cups boiling water, salted 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 egg yolk, beaten 
3 cups milk, scalded 
black pepper to taste 
1 pinch cloves 
¼ teaspo"on nutmeg 
½ cup heavy cream 
croutons 
In a heavy covered pot, cook 
the pumpkin gently in the 6oiling 
salted water, until tender, about 1 
Old Fashioned Pumpkin Pie/ 
from Maria Colavito 
2 eggs, slightly beaten 
½lb.pumpkin 
1/3 cup sugar 
¼ teaspoon salt 
5/8 teaspoon cinnamon 
3/8 teaspoon ginger 
1/8 teaspoon cloves 
1/8 teaspoon nutmeg / 
2/3 cup evaporated milk (small 
can) 
¼ cup molasses 
minutes. 




makes 1 ½ dozen fritters 
1 egg 
½ cup sugar 
½ teaspoon salt 
1 ½ cups pumpkin 
1 cup flour 
1 teaspoon baking powder 
¼ teaspoon baking soda 
Yankees win a World Series is ever crumbly. Sprinkle over fruit and hour. It is then pressed through a 
present (something their fans are bake at 350 degrees for 30-45 sieve. The beaten yolk is added 
again becoming accustomed to) . minutes or until <1pples are tender. and the mixture is stirred into hot 
Another sure sign of the time is Serve with whipped cream or ice scalded milk, and seasoned lightly 
the changing of the foliage to cream. with fresh ground black pepper, 
oranges, reds and golds. For Maple . Apple Crisp, use cloves and nutmeg. 
It is the time of the last maple sugar or syrup instead of Croutons are prepared by 
harvest, when apples, pumpkins brown sugar. browning little squares of rye or 
and winter squash are available to wheat bread in a skillet with 
satisfy the appetite and delight Pumpkin Soup plenty of butter. Hot Pumpkin 
the palate. Following are some 1 small pumpkin (about 4 cups Soup is poured into a large tureen 
recipes which will help you enjoy fresh pumpkin cut into 1 inch and garnished with whipped 
the fruits of the season . cubes) cream and croutons. 
''Ace" Pitches Well In Kitchen Al.so 
2 cups boiling waterby Kevin Powers seeds crushed or to taste Coat the bottom of a heavy 
It is autumn, and one's saucepan with a thin layer of olive2 cloves garlic crushed 
1 teaspoon oregano thoughts naturally turn to oil. Add the onion and cook until 
summer fun and speculation on salt and freshly ground pepper ·translucent. Add the- garlic and 
how the Yankees did what they to taste rice. Cook until the rice is opaque. 
did this season. Invariably, my enough olive oil to coat the Do not let the garlic brown. Add 
thoughts include Ace Gerahian . the water and bouillion cubes all meat 
enough red wine to coat theAce owns a dry cleaning shop in at once. Cover and cook over a 
Belmar, New Jersey . He played meat and form a marinade low heat for 17 minutes. 
the juice and pulp of onesemi-pro baseball in an age of Before Souvlaki and 
titans. A friend of Lou Gerhig and lemon sandwiches made in the ·middle 
Babe Ruth, he was offered a Trim any fat from the meat eastern flat bread became popular, 
contract to pitch for the Yanke~s and place it in a cast iron or I was feasting on the'!]_in Belmar. 
by Da n Topping, on their porcelain container which has a 
recommendation. tight fitting cover. Add the spices Ace's Flat Bread Sandwich 
A,c has four refrigerators; one and the oil. Mix well so the spices 1½ lbs. very lean ground beef 
for f,i(,d - three for Rheingold are evenly distributed. Cover and 1½ teaspoons oregano 
beer. In summers and autumns a l,low to marinate in the 2 cloves garlic finely minced 
gone by, i\ce, his son Larry and I refrigerator for at least 4 hours or salt and freshly ground black 
would sit on the front porch up to 24 hours. Turn the meat pepper to taste 
drinking beer, playing pinochle, occasionally. shredded lettuce 
drinking beer, talking baseball, Arrange the meat on skewers flat bread 
drinking beer, watching girls, and cook over charcoal .or under a Mix the first four ingredients 
drinking beer and eating · Ace's broiler. Baste with the marinade well and shape into marble=sized 
fantastic cooking, which was as needed. The meat should be balls. Fry the balls in c!._preheated, 
always best when accompanied by pink on the inside when done. heavy . pan. Shake the pan 
beer. You notice Ace doesn't go for frequently so the balls brown all 
Ace guarded the recipes for his mushroom caps, onions, peppers, over and cook evenly. 
dishes jealously. Even his wife etc. As he points out, "They don't Cut the bread so it forms two 
didn't know how some of the get cooked right when you make halves with pockets. Put sever"al 
dishes were prepared. (Ace was a shish right." They can be added to meatballs in each half and top 
chauvinist of sorts.) So, you see, it the pot and steamed in the left with lettuce. (Sometimes, when 
was a very special day for me over marinade if you wish. He we had no bread, we would wrap 
when he decided I could be always served rice with his shish, several meatballs in a large leaf of 
trusted enough to share some of using the following recipe. romaine lettuce and munch 
his secrets. Following are two af away .) 
his specialties. 1 cup rice . Please·, whatever you do, don't 
Ace's Shish Kebob 1 small onion chopped talk about what l've ·told ' you "if 
1 leg of lamb, boned and cut 1 small clove garlic minced you are ever in Belmar. I'm still 
into 1-1 ½" cubes olive oil trying to get Ace's recipe · for 
1 tablespoon whole coriander 2 chicken bouillion cubes Manhattan Clam Chowder. 
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Preheat oven to 375 degrees. 
In a large. mixing bowl, 
combine eggs and pumpkin. Add 
sugar, salt and spices. Stir in the 
evaporated milk and molasses and 
blend. Pour info a pastry shell and 
bake on a cookie sheet 40-45 
minutes or until a knife stuck in 2 
inches from the edge comes out , 
clean. 
Pumpkin Bread/ 
from Maria Colavito 
3-1 /3 cups sifted all' purpose 
flour 
2 teaspoons baking soda 
½ teaspoon baking powder 
1½ teaspoons salt 
1 teaspoon cinnamon 
1 teaspoon pumpkin pie spice 
1 lb. pumpkin 
2/3 cup water 
2/3 cup soft sho~ening 
2-2/3 cups sugar · 
2 eggs 
Grease and flour two 
9"x5"x3" loaf pans. Sift dry 
ingredients together (except 
sugar). Mix the pumpkin and 
water in a bowl and put aside. In a 
large ' bowl, mix the shortening, 
sugar and eggs. Beat at a high 
speed for three minutes. Stir in 
the flour mixture, alternating with 
the pumpkin mixture. Beat until 
smooth. Pour into pans and bake 
at 350 degrees for 45 minutes. 
Pumpkin Cake/from 
Marie Di Raimo 
2 cups pumpkin 
2 cups sugar 
4 eggs 
3 cups flour, sifted 
2 teaspoons baking powder 
2 teaspoons soda 
½ teaspoon cinnamon 
½ teaspoon salt 
1 cup oil 
8 ounces chocolate chips or 
nuts or a combination of both 
(the chips are recommended) 
Place the pumpkin in a large 
bowl. Add· the sugar and eggs and 
mix well. Siftrthe dry ingredients 
together with the spices and add 
to , the mixture. Add the oil and 
chips and blend in. Pour · into a 
greased tube pan. Bake at 350 
degrees for 1 hour and 10 
2° teaspoons pumpkin pie spice 
½ teaspoon ginge'r 
1 tablespoon melted margarine 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
confectioners sugar 
Beat the eggs, , sugar and salt 
until very light and fluffy. Blend 
in ·the pumpkin. Sift the flour, 
powder and soda together. Beat 
into egg mixture. ~dd spices, 
mar~rine and vanilla and mix 
well. 
Drop by ta_!>lespoonsfull onto a 
well greased, hot griddle, or fry in 
deep hot fat, ½ teaspoon at a 
time. Be careful not to burn 
them! Sprinkle with confectioners 
sugar. Tastes best when served 
with fresh fish. 
Winter Squash 
Acorn, butternut ·and spaghetti 
squash can be prepared very 
simply . Cut the squash in half and 
remove the seeds and' strings. In 
the cavity of each half place a 
tablespoon each of butter and 
honey, and a sprinkle of 
cinnamon. Place the squash in a 
shallow pan with a little water in 
the bottom and bake at 350 
degrees for 45 minutes to an hour, 
or until tender. Serve in place of 
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Yankees Win Serks AS Class Come~ Through 
by Maria Colavito loser and except in rare ability, they found Brian Doyle But despite what many people spending too much .tim_e making
circumstances it is usually crystal who, realizing that this was his big think about the ease of playing a commercials. While few of usPerforming p~tmortems on clear just who that loser was-(and chance to impress the boss, played game for a ·living, baseball affords _would argue with the fact thatthe .World Series has always been a the losing team and e','eryone else flawless defense and also provided . its players no such luxury - ycu Garvey has become , base!iall 'stricky business. If the teams knows why). This year's losers key hits in several clutch have to keep winning to prove hottest pitchman, pushinginvolved appeared to be unevenly were the Los Angeles Dodgers. situations. When the meat of the yourself. After losing the first two everything from Geritol to TVmatched with one far superior to There are probably quite a few Yankee- batting order · failed to games in L.A. there was a· lot of din,:iers, this kind of argumentthe other, you will have a hard ~ople (Steve Garvey at the head produce big hits, Yankee fans had talk about how the Yankee really takes away from· the
time explaining either a win or a of the list, followed by Tom no cause to · worry because after • performance during the latter part_ excellent, way in which Yankee
loss. People will say a win was LaSorda and others) who will all Doyle and Dent were still due of the season had been too pitchers handled Garvey and theinevitable because of the absence spend the winter trying to figure to come up to bat. Who would draining on the team. A Dodger other Dodger batters jn key
of real competition. This ·can out how it happened so fast . . Or ever ~av_e imagined such a turn of sweep loomed large. Well, people situations throughout the last five
hardly be satisfying for a fan who how it happened at all. Because events back in May, or even in in Boston knew better. So ·did Series games. 
really wants to gloat a bit on this was one of those series where September? people in Kansas City . And the Clutch hittin~ may have beenbehalf of his team. If the everyone thought the teams .were .: And when ever_yone was people -in Los Angeles now know the real key to die Series and mayobviously superior team should pretty evenly matched and it was furiously trying to figure out how too. What they know is that this explain why a player like Buckylose (cf. New York Yankees v. going to be hard to pick a clear to juggle fate, TV contracts, and team is a lot better than many Dent, one of your most ·unlikelyPittsburgh Pirates, 1961) the fan winner. Eastern Standard Time so that people give it credit for. Even the candidates going into the Series,will be pot in the awkward 
Position by position the Ron Guidry could pitch one more NBE:- broadcast team was forced emerged in the tradition of Bobby position of having to choose 
Dodgers and Yankees seemed to time, excellent performances by to say one or two good things Richardson to win the Mostbetween an embarassed silence or 
have equal strength _(and there Jim Beattie and Catfish Hunter about certain individuals in Valuable Player award. The fact a general assertion that the World 
were those who even said that .if proved more than· enough to see pinstripes during ·the course of the that Bucky won is also a kind ofSeries is .really no indication of 
you added the throwing power of the Yankees through the end of series, though it was obviously tribute to the rest of his teamoverall excellence coming off an 
White, Rivers and Piniella together what might have been their most painful for them. Tom Seaver was because there was no realentire season of championship- ball 
you couldn't match the arm. of magic season ever. I use the term left practically speechless by the standout star, no one player whoplayed by both League winners. 
Reggie Smith alone). Well, as they ' magic because· . they have been performance of Graig Nettles in wrapped up the Series for hisThis is a good stopgap approach 
have _been doing all season, the ·breaking records all season _ not game three . Nettles was so teammates. It wa~ a real teambut it doesn't do you any good if 
Yankees proved that all the the . king t:Hat you find in most impressive that there are reports effort. The on-the-.field and you happen to be trying to gloat 
skeptics were wrong. When crucial stat books, but the kind that that Geritol is pressuring Cindy off-the -field behavior · of the to these same people the 
games -required that extra bit of reflect a team's real depth and Garvey to divorce Steve and Yankees proved a lot of thin~sfollowing year after your team hos 
talent in the outfield, it was . determination .- Any team that can marry Graig so·· that she can about the team to a lot of ·people . won. 
Piniella who made the great plays come from 14 games back to win continue to say with a st~aight One of the things it proved was On the 
1
other hand, if the teams and Reggie Smith who let his arm face in her commercials, "This that the Yankees deserve the 
are · pretty evenly matched, its division, coming out on top in get the better of him and hunk of man is my husband ... " world championship. Another 
everyone will tell you that it .was a hair-raising tie breaker game, 1 •overthrew the ball. ,if anyone can say such a thing thing it proved was that despite
purely a matter of luck that one then play. a. series. in the playoffs with astraight face that is). _being branded throughout the 
team won and the other lost. In When the Yankees lost Willie which finally put Kansas City in Garvey's lack of clutch hitting season as self-centered, ·overpaid
fact; under such circumstances Randolph, at the peak of his its place (even though it did break throughout the ··series was a key prima donnas, the Yankees are 
people tend to revert to that old season's performance, it appeared little Freddie Patek's heart causing factor for the Dodgers. Garvey talented,professionals who have a 
cliche, "Its too bad thanhere'has that they would have to go to him to bad mouth everyone from can only be thankful that he lot more class than their closest 
to be a loser at all; both teams are their bench and find someone his hometown fans to the doesn't have to stand up to the competitors exhibited throughout 
so good," · in a seeming effort ' to who could just hang in there. for Amerid.n . League umpir:es) New York Press whi-ch. blamed a · most of the playoff series and 
explain1away the obvious. Bec-il.use , the du.ration. Rath~i -$.~!1 ~Of!1!p~; deserves , .. to go home for , the sir,nilar la'pse in' Catfish Hunter's more than a lot of people believed 
,the fact of the matter is, in · up with som~pe , wt\9 merely Winter • and · rel-ax in smug pitching performance a couple of they had. Of course, a lot of us 
baseball there always has to be a P,rov[di:d.. em.ergency . deferi~ive satisfaction. years ago on the fact that he was already knew better. 
Student At The Bench ~r _The Moot Court Experwnce 
by Bob Siegel But then come that November evening, and- my nerves all Well my allotted time finally ended and of course to my 
turned to jell, dismay, 
Student At The Bench or The Moot Court Experience Entering the Moot Court Room, I heard the people yell. The judges called me over and said, "Listen, tomorrow's 
(To the tune of Casey at the Bat) Three straight days of argument, and public speaking isn't another day. " 
my Strength, · And again murmers filled the gallery and the crowd started ' 
I hope that I'm not asked any questions that require a changing to a mob, · 
It wos a cold day in eody October, but they come from for reply at length. But I told them not to worry none, for I knew what was 
and wide, Then I began my oration, my hand tightly clasping my my job. 
Just to receive the "problem," and then to choose a brief, 
"side." "Your Honors, sir, I pray, I think, that my client deserves So I studied all night and Shepard/zed, anti though I knew 
And every~ne listened intently and scribbled notes at pace, relief." every reason why · 
Trying to get the early jump, to gain on edge in the race. And Desmond was the first to speak and asked, ''Why do My client should be given relief and I was flying high. 
Some got up to leave, but most of us sat still, you .pleadas you do?" There w9sn 't a question that existed tho_t could stump me 
Hoping this to be a stepping-stone leading onward up the But I c<Juldn 't come up with on answer, since my face was now, 
a shade of blue. I knew I'd be able to make it, I knew I'd get thruhi/I. 
For if only I could be on Moot Court, if only I coulii And while the 'judge was patient and no one spoke at all, somehow. 1 
succeed, . . I couldn 't ·regoin my composure or find an answer to his So on that final day o f preliminaries I stood with 
Then everyone would listen to everything I said, everytime coll. - confidence and zest, 
.I would plead. But I finally got my shit together and said "Your Honor, For I knew that I could pass even the judges' strongest 
to reply ... " test. 
When suddenly the timekeeper yells "Time's up! And so I began my oration, as calm as one could be,. 
but first one must do reseorih, and then submit a brief, Tomorrow you 'II give it another try." "Your Honors, please forgive my prior arguments, but -
And the only way to keep on going was to be a lover of Ahd while my section mates were booing, and throwing with this one you 'II agree. 
!Tlef. things frgm the gallery, My client ·demands just relief, I hove dozens of coses to 
It seemed doubtful that I'd follow thru, because, who hos I calmed and explained to them all, "I con still go 2 for 3. " cite . .. " 
But Mr. Attorney, the Chief Justice replied, "You'rethe time; . · . 
By the time I finish my course .load work I hear the . ' supposed to defend D tonight!" 
So the next night I again stood up and began to state my And I heard the timekeeper say something, but it really ., midnight chime. 
But with the help of my partner, and to my amazement case, dldn 't matter now, -
But all of a sudden_ eye contact was mo~ith a stern and So I left the' room In a hurry feeling no need to toke af'sure, . , . 
I conquered all my school work long enough to begin this scary face. bow. 
And then ';ts rrlouth started moving, spout/ questions of But while I didn't make Moot Cqurt this year, all surely chore. 
We wrote a brief about mo/practice, jurisdiction and venue, how, who and why, was not lost, 
My only thought at that moment was "Oh, God, please let I hove all that time for my leisure now, just in time toAnd though I hod Schlegel for Civil, I sorpehow managed 
med/e." · enjoy the frost. togeJ_.Jhru. 
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.Guild Project Offers Classes 
On Comniunity Legal Rights 
-continued from page 1 
to find out more about the legal 
system which they come up 
against, often antagonistically, in 
their everyday life. There are no 
qualifications required in order to 
take the course. There is no 
tuition fee, though a hat is passed 
at the end of the class and those 
who can make a 50 cent donation . 
There are no tests and no passing 
or failing. Students do not have to 
prepare material for class, though 
it is helpful for them to have read 
the booklet which is available a 
week before the class. Many of 
the · stu dents have read the 
materials and all of them come 
equipped with their own 
knowledge of how the criminal 
justice system affects them and 
their friends. 
This criminal justice c lass is 
one of a series of eight being 
offered by the CLS in conjunction 
with the BUILD orga ni zat ion (a 
predominantly black civil rights 
orga ni zat ion based on Buffalo's 
east side). Other courses include 
Landlord/Tenant, Consumer, 
Education, Juvenil e, Health , 
Public Assistance and Job Rights. 
The CLS provides the teachers 
a nd materials, and BUILD 
organizes the event, finding space 
and doing publicity. " People arc 
not familiar, though, with what 
their rights are under the law," 
says Kenneth Johnson , the 
Criminal Justice Vice-President of 
the BUILD organiLation and 
co-ordinator of .the Classes. 
"Unless folks know that they have 
some rights they cannot begin to 
demand them. We realize that we 
cannot depend on the law to 
protect us and that the law as it is 
now, discriminates against black 
and poor people, but it is 
important to push for anything 
that we are entitled to under the 
present law." 
Johnson thinks the courses are 
useful because they concentrate 
on the law as it actually affects 
people. "There's a great difference 
between what the law says and 
what the law does. The 
Constitution says that you have a 
right to be tried by a jury of your 
peers, but that is., just a sick joke 
for black people in Buffalo. We 
live in a city with a black 
population that is between 30 and 
40% of the total but the juries 
down in Supreme Court are lily 
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that is alright." 
John Stainthorp, an 
administrator of the CLS is 
pleased Johnson and other 
students . find the courses 
interesting. "We want to present 
the law in a way which makes it 
relevant to the everyday problems 
that people have," Stainthrop 
said . "We operate from the 
assumption that most legal 
concepts are not that difficult to 
understand once you get past t he 
'code words' and strip away the 
mystification ." He describes the 
response from the students as 
"great" and suggests that it 
"shows we are filling a definite 
need." 
Stainthorp is careful to point 
out that the CLS deals with 
general exp lanations of the law 
and not with individual lega l 
problems. "In our materials we 
stress that, though a person may 
think they know what their legal 
rights are, when it really comes 
down to it they should get a 
lawyer to advise them in a specific 
situation . We arc concerned about 
communic,ating a general 
consciousness of what the law is. 
We hope that this will be useful to 
people in their own lives and in 
any community organizing efforts 
they ar\: involved in," he added. 
This is the second set of classes 
offered by the CLS. It was 
inaugurated last spring, with five 
classes being taught to two 
community groups - HOPE in the 
northwest section of Buffalo, and 
PRCC on the lower west side. The 
idea of community law school 
began to take shape in the Fall of 
1977, when a number of lawyers 
and law students in the Buffalo 
chapter of the National Lawyers 
Guild decided to set up the 
school. They drew up a proposal 
which listed the courses they 
could teach and gave this to 
different community 
organizations. The organizations 
chose the courses they wanted 
and the CLS arranged for teachers 
and prepared materials. Many of 
the teachers are not Lawyers 
Guild members, although the CLS 
is an official Guild project. 
Possible Changes In .Grading Discuss~d 
- continued from page 1 
whole means ot' evaluation and 
the application of the present 
system; reformation of grade 
reports for a better fit with 
faculty praotices; simple 
replacement of. the D with a 
passing classification. Any of the 
above suggestions would tend to 
eliminate the major hardships of 
the present system. 
Kathie Drumm stressed that a 
major consideration of the 
Administration should be 
"maximizing the placement 
opportunities of graduates." The 
present system places on the 
student in the job market an 
"onerous bu~den to demonstrate 
that his or lier Q's are not low 
Q' s." D~umm advocated the 
adoption of a High Honors, 
Honors, Pass/Fail gradation. This 
system can be implemented with 
or without the Be_rkeley 
modification of a traditional A, B, 
C system, HH, H, P, and would be 
available to prospective employers 
Law students, working under 
the Work Study program, have 
helped compile much of the 
written materials used in the 
classes. These materials must be 
continually updated and new ones 
written as new courses are added. 
"The standard of the materials is 
high , '' Stainthorp says, "and 
though we are writing for people 
who have little formal education, 
this does not mean that we 
over-simplify things. Of course, 
we don't get into abstract legal 
arguments, but the people who 
take the course want ti;> be 
challenged by it, · and the people 
who write the materials have to.be 
able to express legal concepts 
using everyday words." 
One of the chief problems the 
CLS faces right now is money. 
Contributions from the 
sponsoring community 
organizations cover only a·. 
fraction of the CLS operating 
costs. The SBA voted a $200 
award to the CLS for the 1978-79 
year, but duplicating costs and the 
requirement that the CLS pay 
20% of any Work/Study award, 
means that more money must be 
found. "So far," Stainthorp says, 
"we have been surviving on a shoe 
string, and have been sustained 
only by the enthusiasm a lot of 
people have for this project. We 
realized at the beginning that we 
would go deeply in debt to start 
with, but the excitement of 
combining our study of law with 
people 's real lives made us willing 
to take this risk . Now that we 
have shown the CLS really works, 
we have to start doing some 
serious fund-raising. We think the 
CLS is so important that we want 
it to be around for a long time. 
Meanwhile, the CLS continues 
with its plans to teach another set 
of courses to HOPE and PRCC 
and to contact more groups fo\ 
classes in the Spring. People are 
needed to prepare materials for 
the classes ; anyone interested in 
working with the CLS should 
drop a note off in the Lawyers 
Guild mailbox (88) or in the 
Lawyers Guild office (Room 
118). 
only. She also called for the 
establishment of a mandatory 
distribution of grades along the 
lines employed by Berkeley 
(external transcripts convert HH 
to A+, H to A and P to B). / 
"A large effort has been put 
into the Placement Office," 
according to Carrel. "Now that 
the reputation of the school is 
getting known, many of · the _ 
problems of the ading system 
will be diminis " added Carrel. 
-Professor chaeftler opened 
the lively Question and Comment 
stage of the . meeting . He 
emphasized the necessity of using 
a grading system that pi:rmits 
swift and accurate comparisons 
with other ·1aw schools and 
s tu dents if the Buffalo Law 
School and its students are to 
compete as a national law school. 
The present system, Professor· 
Schaeftler feels, does not fulfill 
that need. 
The student responses reflected 
their support and preference for 
Joyce enjoyed Friday's party ... and we know why. 
·Bill of Rights' Future 
Is Topic . of Meeting 
Governor Wallace of Alabama) 
- continued from page 1 were clear. We don't litigate the 
confer their honorary degrees. " law anymore, but the facts. Did 
Finally, Commager asked, the police department 
"Why can't the US reconciliate discriminate? Was · the school 
justice and equality, where other board venal or pure? They say 
nations have - 'to promote the · they were doing what was right 
general welfare'?" Other Western for their community." 
democracies have such things as Dorsen said it is "an intractable 
socialized medicine (Great fact that the majority was never 
Britain) or. "a humane penal code overly-quick to help the 
and prison system" (Sweden) minority." "Civil liberties is an 
without any deprivation of liberty anti-majoritarian concept, because 
or increase in crime. He laid the we a re asking them to give 
blame on the "current right," something up," he added. 
whom he called anarchists because But he is nq_t pessimistic about 
they "substitute fear for the future, however, because 
c o n f i d e n c e when they "great advances have- been made 
contemplate the future of this in the last 15 years and people are 
country." indeed interested and conc.erned." 
Commager was followed by Dorsen also believes that "the 
Norman Dorsen, a professor at essential val'ues and truths, 
New York University Law School although occasionally receding, 
and chairman of the American are not forgotten . People using 
Civil Liberties Union's board of imagination and will, will secure ' 
directors . Dor sen · cited two civil liberties." 
differences from the days of the The conference continued 
Warren Court in the approach of throughout the week with 
the ACLU to the Burger Court. ser:ninars on topics including 
First, "we used to take everything freedom of speech and press, the 
there," he said. "New we choose effect of technology on personal 
·cases more carefully, arguing liberties, and the future of 
narrow ·grounds rather than broad minorities. The five-day gathering 
relief." of nationally-known scholars was _ 
Also, "we use different types billed as the first public 'assembly 
of litigation techniques. The on the BUI of Rights since the 
questions used to be clear and 1787 Constitutional Convention• 
simple. The enemies (such as in Philadelphia. 
the pre~ent' system. Third year 
students stated it allowed them to 
take· difficult courses which they 
would not take if not for the 
.H-Q-D system. The present 
grading method thereby . greatly 
enhanced their legal education. It 
was also noted that to change the 
grading system to facilitate job 
placement represents a drastic and 
radical change in administrative 
policies and perspective. Such a 
change, it was argued, would 
indicate a retreat from the 
innovative philosophy of the law 
school in order to satisfy 
employers. 
The Dean had originally 
thought that -~f the grading change 
could be accomplished ' early 
enough in the fall, · it would be · 
made applicable to this year 'sfirst 
year class. The Dean also stated 
that student opinion expressed 
through the referendum will have 
an impact on the ultimate 
decision. Professor Greiner added 
that student concerns will not be 
ignored. 
During a less serious side of the 
meeting, the following eleven-tier 
system was proposed by third 
year student Dan Kohane : A,H,E 
(Excellent), V.G. (Very Good), 
R.G. (Real Good), G.R. (Gold 
Rooster), S.R. (Silver Rooster), 
N.S.G. (Not so Good), "Q" (Q), 
Y.K. (You're Kidding), and F.1. 
(Forget It) . 
The pending refe.rendum will 
be held on Monday and Tuesday, 
October 30 and 31. SBA President 
Tony Leavy is considering placing 
the ballots in student mailboxes 
Monday morning . 
Chancellor's Award for 
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